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NOTICE

This report is an internal Forintek Canada Corp. ("Forintek") document, for 
release only by permission of Forintek. This distribution does not
constitute publication. The report is not to be copied for, or circulated 
to, persons or parties other than those agreed to by Forintek. Also, this 
report is not to be cited, in whole or in part, unless prior permission is 
secured from Forintek.

Neither Forintek, nor its members, nor any other persons acting on its 
behalf, make any warranty, express or implied, or assume any legal
responsibility or liability for the completeness of any information,
apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represent that the use of the 
disclosed information would not infringe upon privately owned rights. Any 
reference in this report to any specific commercial product, process or
service by tradename, trademark, manufacturer or otherwise does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement by Forintek or any of its 
members.



Aspen logs were waferized on a disc-type waferizer to show the effect of 
knife angles on yield and quality of wafers. Three knife angles and two 
counterknife angles were used on wood that was fresh, yard stored, thawed or 
frozen.

A 32° knife on a 55° counterknife, as per machine design, was best overall. A 
37° knife created more fines and produced a rougher, frayed wafer from the 
wood of stored logs. A 21° knife reduced fines and produced a smoother cut 
in stored wood, but wafers were too wide for oriented type boards.

A  reduction in the counterknife angle from 55° to 30° reduced fines but caused 
excessive curl in wafers from fresh, frozen wood. For stored logs the 30° 
counterknife produced wide wafers from non-frozen wood and occasional curl in 
wafers of frozen wood.
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1.0 OBJECTIVES
The objective of this project was to show how knife angles affect the yield 
and quality of aspen wafers cut from fresh, stored and frozen logs.

2.0 INTBCDOCTICN
Wood costs are from 35 to 40 percent of the total variable cost of 
manufacturing waferboard or oriented strandboard (OSB). The fines produced 
during waferizing are burned for process heat and steam, along with bark and 
panel trimmings. By reducing fines or allowing excess fines into the final 
product a significant cost saving may be realized.

The screening process is not totally effective and the final product 
invariably contains a small percentage of fines in the form of flakes, 
slivers and particles. The quantity of fines produced and contained in the 
final product varies within and between mills, depending on the age of the 
logs, the log thawing capacity, the condition and type of waferizing 
machines, and the capacity of the screens. Under normal operating conditions 
a mill carries a two to three month log inventory. However, during summer 
and fall the logs lose moisture and surface drying may be sufficient to cause 
a significant increase in waferizing fines. The decay of wood during storage 
also contributes to fines.

During winter the waferizing of incompletely thawed logs increases the 
production of fines. A 35 cm diameter aspen log at -20°C must remain in a 
mill hot pond (35°C to 45°C) more than 15 hours before it is fully thawed. 
When thawing capacity is inadequate, the larger logs are frequently waferized 
with frozen cores. Frozen wood is less flexible and therefore the wafers 
fracture more easily as the wood bends away from the advancing knife edge. 
Many narrow strands and splinters are produced. Even if the wafers do not 
break into pieces, the fracturing would be sufficient to produce severe curl 
in a portion of the furnish produced from the frozen wood. Resin cannot be 
applied adequately to the inner surface of curled wafers. Carll (1989) 
showed that flakes from high density (stiffer) woods curved more than those 
from low density woods, and that the use of a larger rake angle (smaller 
knife angle) generally reduced the degree of curvature.

Cutting speed or knife velocity also affects wafer yield. Beer (1982) 
demonstrated a substantial increase in fines for red oak as knife velocity 
was increased from 6000 to 9000 fpm. For aspen this effect was relatively 
minor, but sufficient to suggest that velocity could be a factor in cutting 
frozen or partially dried aspen. It was also shown that aspen could 
accommodate a 10 degree deviation in alignment between the wood fiber (grain) 
and the cutting plane. However, fines increased substantially when the 
deviation was increased to 20 degrees.
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No data are available on how aspen reacts to waferizing when frozen or stored 
for several months, although two Canadian mills are known to have 
experimented with certain cutting parameters in effort to improve wafer 
quality during the winter.

►
3.0 STAFF

F. Pfaff Research Scientist
(Project Leader)

R. Dowsing Technologist

4.0 EXfüjRIMüntaL
Aspen logs from freshly felled trees were cut into branch-free 1.2 m lengths 
and placed in a storage yard in late June. The logs were end-coated and 
covered with additional logs to avoid direct exposure to the sun.

In mid-October the stored logs were removed, debarked and cross cut into 15 
cm thick waferizing discs. Slabs about 3 cm thick were also removed as oven- 
test specimens for moisture content (MC) . At the same time fresh logs of 
similar size and quality were converted into corresponding samples of non- 
stored material. All waferizing discs were sealed in plastic bags and stored 
in a freezer (-5°C) for use as required. Discs selected for waferizing in 
the thawed condition were removed and placed in a "green" chamber several 
days before use.

Individual wood samples of approximately 20 kg were waferized with a CAE 
model 6/36 disc waferizer under the following conditions. The knife angles 
listed are shown in Figure 1.

Knife
Angles

Counterknife
Angles

Fresh Wood
Thawed 27°, 32°, 37° 55°
Frozen 27°, 32°, 37° 30°, 55°

Stored Wood
Thawed 27°, 32°, 37° 30°, 55°
Frozen 27°, 32°, 37° 30°, 55°

32° (design angles) 55°
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►

Figure 1. Knife clamp assembly for CAE 6/36 disc waferizer.
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Wafers were 7.5 cm long and 0.76 rrm target thickness. The reactor bar was in 
place for all test runs. However, with a counterknife angle of 30° there was 
no indication that wafers were deflected onto the reactor bar and subject to 
further breaking action. All material was waferized with sharp knives having 
less than 30 minutes of accumulated cutting time. *•

The wafers and fines from each cutting condition were air dried to about 8 
percent M3 and screened on a 1.2 m diameter, No. 4 mesh vibrating screen. 
The fines obtained after 0.5 h screening were weighed and further segregated 
through No. 8 and No. 20 mesh screens to obtain a total of four screening 
fractions; + 4 (wafers), -4/+8, -8/+20 and -20. Wafers were examined 
visually for width distribution, surface quality and amount of curl.

5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 MOISTURE CONTENT OF LOGS

The storage of aspen logs from June to October resulted in some discoloration 
in the sapwood but relatively little drying. The outer 25 mm of sapwood was 
still in excess of 90 percent M3 after storage (Table 1) . The undamaged 
bark was a factor in retaining a high MC. Logs with missing bark are known 
to have much lower M3 in the outer sapwood of the bark-free surfaces.

Table 1

Moisture Content of Aspen Logs

Before Storage After Storage 1
Month Outer Average Outer Average
Felled 25 mm 25 mm

(%) (%) (%) (%)

June 122 125 92 116

December 118 124 — —

1 Stored as bolts from end of June to mid-October.
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5.2 WAFERIZING OF FRESH LOGS

Characteristics of the furnish produced from the fresh logs are shown in 
Table 2. Excellent wafers were produced from the non-frozen wood. As the 
knife angle was increased, the average width of wafers decreased but the 
amount of fines remained nearly constant at about 3 1/2 percent of total 
furnish weight. There was some tendency for the wafers to curl since most 
were slightly curved. At a knife angle of 32° the furnish contained a few 
wafers that were fully curled into a tube, but these wafers also exhibited a 
wavy grain that made the wood more susceptible to curl.

The 27° knife angle produced some very wide wafers from thawed wood. Such 
wafers (almost square) are too wide for good orientation in OSB production 
and could adversely affect the operation of the aligning machine.

When frozen wood was used with the 55° counterknife substantially more 
breakage of the wafers occured. The fines content increased sharply, 
principally in the form of long, splinter-like particles (-4/+8 fraction). 
The breakage also resulted in wafers that were on average, narrower than 
those cut from non-frozen wood. Curved and curled wafers were present at 
knife angles of 27° and 32° but not in furnish cut with a 37° knife. The 
reduced width of wafers from frozen logs would not significantly alter board 
properties or affect processing.

A change in counterknife angle to 30° resulted in substantially less impact 
and bending of the wafers as they passed through the knife slots of the disc. 
Consequently, much of the breakage associated with the cutting of frozen wood 
was eliminated. The fines content was reduced to that of non-frozen wood, 
but only at the expense of substantial increases in the quantity of curled 
wafers. Therefore the 55° counterknife with 32° and 37° knife angles were 
better alternatives for obtaining usable wafers from fresh, frozen wood in 
spite of the higher fines content. The difference in wafer width at these 
angles was not meaningful.

5.3 WAFERIZING OF STORED LOGS

Good wafers were obtained from non-frozen, stored logs with 
knife/counterknife combinations of 27°/55°, 32°/55° and 32°/30°. With a 21° 

knife and 30° counterknife a significant portion of wafers were too wide for 
effective orientation in an oriented strandboard (Table 3) . The 37° knife 
produced a much rougher cut, frayed wafers and more fines.

Frozen wood also waferized fairly well with 27° or 32° knives on a 55° 
counterknife, but the fines content was 1 1/2 to 2 percentage points higher 
than that for non-frozen wood. Again, the 37° knife produced more fines, a 
rougher cut and frayed wafers. The change to the 30° counterknife reduced
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Table 2
Characteristics of Furnish from the Waferizing of Fresh Aspen Logs►

Wood
Knife1 2
Angles
(A°/B°)

Width of 
Majority 
Wafers 
(mm)

Fines Content" 
-4/+8 -8/+20

! (%) 
-20 Total

Curled
Wafers3

Thawed 27/55 20-60 1.8 1.2 0.4 3.4 none
32/55 20-40 1.5 1.5 0.5 3.5 occasional
37/55 10-25 1.6 1.4 0.8 3.8 none

Frozen 27/55 10-25 3.4 1.7 0.7 5.8 moderate
32/55 10-25 5.2 2.0 1.1 8.3 occasional
37/55 10-20 5.0 3.1 1.5 9.6 none

27/30 20-50 1.5 1.1 0.7 3.3 extreme
32/30 15-40 1.0 0.5 0.6 2.1 severe
37/30 10-25 1.1 1.0 1.1 3.2 moderate

1 Angle 'A' is the knife angle and angle 'B' is the counterknife angle.

2 Fines pass through mesh with negative number and are retained on mesh with 
positive number.

3 Wafers curled beyond half circle:

- occasional:
- moderate:
- severe:
- extreme:

<1/100
10-25/100
40-60/100
>80/100
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Table 3
Characteristics of Furnish from the Waferizing of Stored Aspen Logs

Wood1
Knife2
Angles
(A°/B°)

Width of 
Majority 
Wafers 
(mm)

Fines Content3 (%) 
-4/+8 -8/+20 -20 Total

Curled
Wafers4

Thawed 27/55 20-45 0.8 0.7 0.5 2.0 none
32/55 10-35 1.0 1.2 1.1 3.3 none
37/55 5-25 1.6 1.7 1.5 4.8 none*

27/30 20-60 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.8 none
32/30 20-45 0.8 0.5 0.7 2.0 none
37/30 15-40 0.6 1.0 1.6 3.2 none*

Frozen 27/55 15-45 2.3 0.5 0.8 3.6 none
32/55 10-30 2.1 1.8 1.2 5.1 none
37/55 10-30 3.7 2.1 1.3 7.1 none*

27/30 15-35 1.4 1.4 0.6 3.4 occasional
32/30 10-35 1.2 1.8 1.7 4.7 occasional
37/30 5-25 2.2 1.9 1.5 5.6 occasional*

1 Log stored from June to October.

2 Angle 'A' is the knife angle and angle 'B' is the counterknife angle.

3 Fines pass through mesh with negative nunber and are retained on mesh with 
positive number.

4 Wafers curled beyond half circle:

- occasional:
- moderate:
- severe:
- extreme:

<1/100
10-25/100
40-60/100
>80/100

* denotes rougher surface
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the fines content at all knife angles for both frozen and non-frozen wood, 
although wafers were occasionally curled when the wood was frozen. The 
wafers from stored wood were generally more flexible and much less likely to 
curl.

►
Dull knives on frozen logs would have increased the amount of fines 
appreciably. Far more fracturing of the wafers would have occurred at the 
cutting edge, and rather than wafers, a much larger portion of the furnish 
would have been in the form of narrow strands and splinters.

6.0 OCNGUOSICNS
A knife angle of 32° on a 55° counterknife, as specified in the design of the 
test waferizer, was the best compromise for cutting wafers from fresh, yard 
stored and frozen aspen.

A 5° increase in knife angle (37°) creates more fines and produces a rougher, 
frayed wafer from the wood of stored logs. A  5° decrease in knife angle (27°) 
reduces fines and produces a smoother cut in stored logs, but wafers may be 
too wide for an oriented type board, and the knives would wear more quickly. 
Wafers from fresh logs will also have a tendency to curl.

A reduction in the counterknife angle to 30° reduces fines but causes 
excessive curl in wafers from fresh, frozen wood. For stored logs the 
smaller angle produces furnish with wide wafers if non-frozen or a few curled 
wafers if frozen.

A storage period for logs is preferable prior to waferizing because it 
reduces the tendency for wafers to curl.

7.0 RE0CM4ENDATI0NS
If curled wafers are a problem mills should attempt to thaw logs fully. 
Although data are limited it may be useful to experiment with slightly 
increased counterknife angles if frozen log cores are unavoidable.

If wafers are too wide for good orientation the counterknife angle may be too 
low. Increase the breakage by increasing the counterknife angle before 
attempting any change in knife angle. Results show that this should be 
effective for non-frozen wood. Frozen wood is likely to produce narrower 
wafers regardless of the counterknife angle.

A mill should know the seasonal variation of the fines content in its 
screened and unscreened furnish, if only to comment on potential quality 
control problems. If fines are excessive, the effects of reducing the
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counterknife angle should be considered as a possible remedy, in conjunction 
with thorough log thawing and good debarking. There is little to justify 
any change in knife angle if the existing angle is at or almost 32°.
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